Foreword: Curating Nature's Patent Database The Moment of Truth
It is an odd hobby for a biologist, I admit, but I enjoy reading patents. Patents tell the meticulous story of how humans have solved the conundrums of their era, from catching mice to circling planets. This record of ingenuity is more than a legal necessity; it is an inspiration. Inventors read patents not just to avoid reinventing the wheel, but also to glimpse, from a mesa of inventive shoulders, the adjacent possible.
The volume you are about to read describes a Googlesque quest to develop another kind of patent database, one that describes nature's 3.8 billion years of adaptations. These adaptations are a record of life's long march to become well adapted to the particularities of this planet. While biologists ponder how adaptations help individual lilies, plankton, and pelicans survive, biomimics ask: ''How might this adaptation, and the technology it inspires, help the human species fit in here over the long haul? '' In the last few decades, life's adaptations have inspired a series of gamechanging technologies. A refrigeration-free vaccine inspired by the rugged Tardigrade, a coral-inspired way to sequester tons of carbon dioxide in concrete, and a material that captures fog as cleverly as a desert-dwelling beetle. Biomimics are working on ways to reduce pesticides in farmer's fields, ease traffic jams in cities, and prevent antibiotic resistance in our hospitals. Biomimetic products are doubling each year, and papers published in the field are doubling every 2-3 years, much faster than the 13-year doubling rate of other sciences (Lepora 2013 Though the prospects for bioinspired design have never been better, the discipline's moment of truth is here as well. A chasm still exists for many innovators, and unless we can cross it, biomimicry will remain the domain of the few innovators skilled and interested enough to decipher the primary biological literature. This leaves a knowledge divide for the millions of non-biologically trained engineers, architects, product designers, planners, chemists, material scientists, even policy makers for whom nature's strategies would be a revelation.
It is not that relevant biological information does not exist; we are, in fact, awash in it. If you can afford to access the full-text literature databases, and if you are fluent in the jargon, you have a chance of keeping up with the science. But as a designer, you are apt to have neither literature access nor a Rosetta Stone. For biomimicry to realize its potential, we need a Biological Information System (BIS) that is as ubiquitous and accessible as the Geographic Information System (GIS). That platform needs to deliver curated knowledge at the moment of creation, in a form tailored to fit the working styles of the people who invent our world. Like GIS, the success of BIS will depend on software tools that intelligently make sense of the raw data, augmented by apps that further extend its usefulness.
Transferable Ideas and Downloadable Beaks
Building a biological intelligence tool for inventors is the quintessential exercise in spanning disciplines. Biologists and inventors not only speak different languages-they ask different questions. Biologists might write a paper about the evolutionary significance of sharkskin that reduces biofouling, but often the ''how'' information-the dimensions and placement of the denticles-is buried in a paper devoted to the ''why.'' Uncovering these gems of innovation from the continual blizzard of papers is a challenge, requiring enabling technologies like those collected in this volume: a way to describe biological phenomenon in machine readable language, an engineering-to-biology thesaurus, natural language query, near-clairvoyant search algorithms, and more.
Mining the literature, even clairvoyantly, is just the beginning. My biomimicry consulting colleagues at Biomimicry 3.8 have spent 15 years bringing biology to the design tables of companies such as Boeing, General Electric, General Mills, HOK, Nike, InterfaceFLOR, and Procter and Gamble. We have learned that most inventors are not interested in reading biological papers. They prefer that we synthesize and translate the papers into a taxonomy of promising mechanisms. Ultimately, they want a set of transferable ideas-design principles that will help them approach their challenge in a completely novel way. Our researchers can easily read 10,000 papers to answer a question such as ''How does nature contain liquids?'' ''How does nature manage vibration?'' ''How does nature store energy?'' Building a taxonomy and extracting the design principles is a skill that takes years to master.
Once inventors are equipped with bioinspired design principles, there are still miles to go before these are translated into a product or process. This is where interactive tools could help, walking inventors through an iterative design process and giving them access to nature's ideas every step of the way. How, where, and when in the creative process this knowledge is delivered will mean the difference between inspiration and execution. Ideally, actionable plug-ins will be accessible right from the digital screens that designers, engineers, and architects use everyday, e.g., an AskNature button embedded in CAD/CAM or BIM tools.
While designing a roofing system, for instance, a building engineer would be able to visually browse reinforcement strategies in the natural world, and download actual truss designs based on this information. While laying out the HVAC system, he or she could run a branching algorithm to generate a fluid distribution system that keeps frictional losses to a minimum. Framing designs could be light weighted with the use of software that equalizes stress along surfaces, inspired by the growth of trees and bones. A genetic algorithm that uses natural selection protocols could optimize the entire design, all within the same program.
These digital modules are what our colleagues at Autodesk have described as the difference between ''concept'' and ''content.'' Rather than read about a concept, inventors want to access biological information as content that they can use immediately. They would like to be able to download a biological library of forms-3D models of life's most streamlined, lightweight, or multifunctional designs. Imagine if Eiji Nakatsu, the JR West engineer who mimicked the kingfisher's beak to create Japan's Shinkansen train, had been able to download a 3D model of the beak before building a physical model. He could have attached the beak model to the train body, stretched and scaled it, even tested it in silico with computational fluid dynamic tools.
Building a biological library of forms would help biologists as well as inventors. With today's reality-capture software for cameras, it is possible to imagine ''scan jams'' where volunteers would digitize the artifacts of the world's natural history museums, freeing them from molding drawers so they can enliven the next generation of sustainable designs.
The internal blueprints of biomaterials will prove equally important, especially as we move to computer-controlled additive manufacturing (3D printing). Organisms add structure to common polymers to achieve extraordinary functionality, e.g., beetles layer chitin composites in a plywood hatch to achieve strength and toughness. A different structural design is used to create color, resilience, or water repellency, all from the same material. A biomimetic structurefunction catalog could allow additive manufacturers to streamline their supply chain as nature does, using a small palette of easily recyclable polymers in unique architectures to achieve a wide range of functions.
Of course, each discipline will have different inventive needs. Chemists might prefer a ''substitution engine'' that allows them to replace an industrial chemical synthesis with a biochemical alternative, achieving similar effect without waste or toxic by-products. Organizational managers will want yet another slice of biological information, pertaining to topics like communication, cooperation, networks, or resilience. For each category of human endeavor, new user-centric applications will need to be created atop the BIS data.
Helping Innovators Meet Their Mentor
At the end of the day, even the cleverest information tools will not guarantee that a new invention, even one inspired by nature, will be sustainable in terms of energy and material use, toxicity, end-of-life fate, etc.
To help innovators create in ways that are deeply biomimetic, we find it useful to use systems-thinking tools such as Biomimicry 3.8's Life's Principles 3 in the scoping, creating, and evaluating phases of invention. These are meta principles common to most species on earth, and include reminders such as ''build from the bottom up,'' ''use a safe subset of the periodic table,'' ''perform chemistry in aqueous solution,'' ''embed feedback mechanisms to continually evolve your design,'' etc. Interactive software tools that screen for how well a design is meeting Life's Principles could help innovators solve problems without creating new ones.
If you look at all the ways that nature can influence decision-making, you realize that biomimicry is more than just a new way to innovate. It is a new way to think. University and professional training courses that prepare designers and engineers to ask ''How would nature solve this?'' are vital, as are techniques, described here, that help students make the all-important cognitive leap from design principle to application. The professors pioneering in this field are in a unique role; they have an opportunity to encourage the highest and best use of this new and powerful methodology, hopefully to solve the worthy conundrums of our era.
A prescient Steve Jobs said: ''I think the biggest innovations of the twenty-first century will be at the intersection of biology and technology. A new era is beginning.'' If the age of biology is to keep its promise, the people who make our world will need to become biologically literate. But they will not want to become biologists themselves. Instead, they will want to know the key principles, the best practices, the operating codes of the natural world. They will want to understand ubiquitous patterns as well as the strange and wonderful curiosities in nature's patent database. Ultimately, they will want to understand how life has managed to enhance this planet, and how our innovations might do the same.
A full-function tool to bring biological wisdom into human design is on its way, and the people in this volume will be instrumental in delivering it to us. They know that the key to wide-scale adoption of biomimicry is user-centric, curated knowledge, available at the moment of creation. Their efforts to help innovators learn from and emulate other species will one day be remembered as a pivotal leap in the evolution of our own. 
Preface
Biologically inspired design is a promising paradigm for design innovation as well as sustainable design. The scientific challenge now is to transform it into a repeatable and scalable methodology. This requires addressing several big challenges, including the following four: the first and foremost of course is to use the paradigm to address increasing numbers of real problems that translate into real products in the market. A second challenge is to document the best practices of successful applications of the paradigm and develop a theory of biologically inspired design. A third challenge is to develop computational methods and tools that can make biologically inspired design repeatable and scalable. A fourth challenge is to educate new generations of would-be-designers in the paradigm of biologically inspired design. These four challenges are interconnected and build on one another: success at one likely will spur success at others. This volume brings together a dozen chapters that together address all four of the above challenges at least to some degree, while emphasizing computational methods and tools for biologically inspired design. We are pleased to bring together these articles by some of the leading researchers and practitioners of biologically inspired design into a single volume.
Chapter 1 provides a brief review of two workshops sponsored by the United States National Science Foundation (NSF). These workshops served as the initial catalysis and formation of this book. Taken together, the two workshops brought together some 50 researchers in biologically inspired design, helped establish a stronger sense of research community, and led to the formulation of a research agenda outlined in the chapter.
Chapter 2 by Jon-Michael Deldin and Megan Schuknecht describe AskNature, Biomimicry 3.8 Institute's publicly available webportal that provides a functionally indexed database of biological design strategies and systems. Insofar as we know, this is the first scholarly article describing AskNature in detail, and thus adds an important piece to the growing literature on biologically inspired design.
In Chap. 3, Li Shu and Hyunmin Cheong describe a natural language approach to finding biological analogies and applying them to design problems. They review a decade long research program on developing the natural language approach to biologically inspired design, and also provide several examples of its application. xiii In Chap. 4, Jacquelyn Nagel presents an engineering-to-biology thesaurus, along with several examples of its use in addressing design problems. This kind of thesaurus can be a very useful tool for designers in finding biological analogies to their design problems. Nagel, McAdams, and Stone in Chap. 5 describe the big picture of their several years of research on biologically inspired design. In particular, they present their information-processing theory of biologically inspired design, and illustrate it with several examples. They also describe a suite of tools that match several tasks in the process theory.
Goel, Swaroop Vattam, Bryan Wiltgen, and Michael Helms in Chap. 6 present their information-processing theory of biologically inspired design. They also compare their theory with similar theories such as Design Spiral and BioTRIZ, and examine what makes biologically inspired design different from other paradigms.
In Chap. 7, Jeannette Yen, Helms, Goel, Craig Tovey, and Marc Weissburg describe the evolution of a college-level interdisciplinary course on biologically inspired design. Their chapter reviews many lessons from teaching the course for several years. These lessons should be useful for potential teachers of similar courses.
In Chap. 8, Amaresh Chakrabarti focuses on analogical transfer from biology to engineering. He proposes guidelines for supporting this analogical transfer and describes an interactive tool that implements the guidelines. Comparative studies indicate that use of the tool increases the number of transferred designs.
Julie Linsey and Vimal Viswanathan in Chap. 9 study the cognitive challenges in biologically inspired design, focusing on design fixation. They describe several heuristics for addressing the challenges, including fixation. These heuristics should be useful for designing interactive tools for supporting biologically inspired design.
In Chap. 10, Wojciech Bejgerowski, John Gerdes, James Hopkins, Lengfeng Lee, Madusudanan Sathia Narayanan, Frank Mendel, Venkat Krovi, and Satyandra Gupta focus on bioinspired robotics. Building on several years of research, they present case studies ranging from bird-inspired robots to snake-inspired robots. They also describe a process by which biological features are selected and simplified for application using existing technologies for robot construction.
Julian Vincent in Chap. 11 specifies a need for identifying design principles that may help produce good technical designs without requiring biological expertise. He proposes four such principles derived from TRIZ: local quality, merging, dynamics, and prior cushioning. He calls for identification of design principles, especially those pertaining to information and material.
Frank Fish and John Beneski in Chap. 12 analyze the limits of design by evolution in biology and design by analogy in biologically inspired design. They argue that biological designs are not necessarily optimal with respect to any specific function. They advocate focusing on biological features that outperform currently available technologies for incorporation into technical designs.
We are grateful to Janine Benyus for writing the Foreword to this volume. Her work at Biomimicry 3.8 has long inspired the biomimicry movement, including our own efforts.
We are grateful also to the US NSF for sponsoring the workshops that led to this volume. In particular, we thank Christina Bloebaum for her support of this work as a Director of the Engineering Design and Innovation Program (now known as Engineering Systems Design) of the Civil, Mechanical, and Manufacturing Innovation Division of the Engineering Directorate at NSF.
We also thank the Springer publishing company, and especially Grace Quinn at Springer, for working with us on the preparation of this volume. We can only hope that scholars and practitioners of biologically inspired design, as well as design teachers and students more generally, will find this volume useful. 
Abstract
As an interdisciplinary field lying at the intersection of biology and robotics, bio-inspired robotics has seen considerable interest from a research, education and ultimately application perspective. The scope of this interest has ranged from creating and operating walking, crawling, and flying robots based on biological counterparts; to evaluating biological algorithms for potential engineering applications; deconstructing the functioning of living organisms from the macro to the micro levels; and ultimately to constructing the next generation of bio-inspired robots from the bottom-up. Significant synergies are forthcoming from such an approach but numerous limitations still exist. We begin with the discussion of general principles behind taking inspiration from a biological source and converting it into implementable engineering concepts using case-studies of bird-inspired robots, snake-inspired robots, and mastication robots. These case studies describe how useful features of the biological creatures were selected and simplified so that they can be implemented using the existing technologies.
Keywords: robotics, bio-mimetic systems, kinematics, robotic design, parallel manipulators 1 Introduction "The problem of biology is not to stand aghast at the complexity but to conquer it" -Sydney Brenner.
Robot designers are often presented with challenging scenarios, where meeting design requirements through traditional engineering approaches become difficult. In such cases, robot designers may be interested in taking inspiration from biology; the biological world is full of extraordinary systems that routinely solve extremely complex manipulation and locomotion problems very effectively and efficiently. For example, the musculoskeletal structures of animals have evolved over millennia to enable energy-efficient and effective mobility in a variety of terrains. Locomotion research has long taken advantage of inspiration from these biological analogues: using natural shapes for improved aero-and hydro-dynamics, passivedynamic systems for energy-efficiency, neuromuscular synergies for simplifying coordination-and control-challenges.
However, biological systems have evolved to exploit structural and organizational principles, spanning multiple physical scales and operational modes, in order to realize functional performance gains in efficiency, passivity, decentralization and adaptability. Biological structures are well known for using flexible/deformable structures, capable of adapting, bending and twisting in response to changing environmental conditions, instead of the typical rigid/noncompliant engineering counterparts. Their underlying multi-scale and nonlinear nature makes it a challenge to analyze their ultimate functional behavior using either a bottom-up sub-structuring framework or a top-down subsystem-based approach.
Therefore, faithfully mimicking biology alone does not appear to be a realistic option for systematic engineering design of robots because of many existing limitations including that: (i) engineered materials are unable to match properties of multi-functional living materials; (ii) engineered subsystems cannot realize highly multimodal characteristics, e.g. compliant joints present in animals (iii) analyzing and simulating such multiphysics-based designs is a very difficult task (iv) finally, manufacturing complex structures found in nature remains a great challenge even today. Overcoming these challenges requires an interdisciplinary research approach within a bio-inspired paradigm. The research approach must apply novel engineering methodologies for controlled in-vivo experimentation with biological systems while simultaneously evaluating biological hypotheses and observations to inform design and control of artificial engineered systems (Cardelli, 2005) .
In recent years, every scientific arena has benefited from the ubiquitous availability of computational power and advanced computational tools. Computer simulation can now be used to calculate the kinematic, dynamic and Finite Element Analysis-(FEA) based responses of a prototype and visualize the results in a 3D interactive virtual environment. By permitting designers to realistically, accurate-3 ly and quantitatively prototype and test multiple intermediate models within a virtual environment, Virtual Prototyping (VP), also known as Simulation-Based Design (SBD), has rapidly gained popularity and become a crucial part of most engineering design processes (Bhatt et al., 2003) . The usefulness of such a VP exercise is limited only by the fidelity of the model and the accuracy of the results. Oftentimes, there are many effects such as friction, contact etc. that are very simplistically modeled (for computational efficiency or for the lack of more accurate models) and can only be accurately determined by physical testing. For such situations, Hardware-In-the-Loop (HIL) frameworks permit a quick replacement of the virtual model by the actual physical prototype to permit experimental testing. The area of bio-inspired robotics has benefited significantly from the use of both, VP and HIL technologies.
While engineering-related fields have witnessed the greatest benefits, these advances have percolated down far slower into other arenas. In particular, the lack of significant and useful computational tools in traditional biological sciences such as anatomy hinders the ability of scientists to effectively and rapidly test various hypotheses in a rigorous and quantitative manner . Hence, in this chapter, we adopt a pragmatic approach to using bio-inspiration for design and control of robotic systems in a staged manner as:  Analysis of functional requirements and evaluation of feasibility of seeking biological inspiration.  Identification of the biological feature that offers an opportunity for significant performance improvement.  Engineering prototypical bio-inspired design incorporating parametric features and exploiting rapid manufacturing  Analysis, refinement and optimization of the parametric design which may lead to significant natural feature exaggeration due to engineering constraints. The above described approach aims to identify a promising feature in nature and then exploit the feature based on the engineering constraints and available technology. The resulting solution may not at all resemble the original source of inspiration but this approach leads to vastly improved design of robots as noted in the three illustrative case studies.
The first case study describes how compliant flapping mechanisms observed in birds can be used to realize a highly maneuverable and quiet miniature air vehicle. The second case study describes how rectilinear gaits used by snakes can be used to realize robots with small cross-section, achieve significant forward velocity, and operate on a wide variety of terrains. The final case study investigates vertebrate mastication performance by using parallel manipulator architectures. In each of the case studies, we will examine different aspects of (i) obtaining functional requirements; (ii) taking inspiration from nature; (iii) manufacturing of the bioinspired design; (iv) evaluating the performance for optimization and refinement; and (v) lessons learned. 
Functional Requirements
Miniature air vehicles (MAVs) are beginning to gain popularity in a variety of applications. The combination of small size, portability, and ease of use provides users with new opportunities to utilize MAVs in a variety of tasks. Traditionally, MAVs use fixed-wings or rotary-wings to achieve flight. Each traditional style offers unique advantages and disadvantages. For example, rotary-wing MAVs are ideal for hovering and complex maneuvers, while fixed-wing MAVs provide higher efficiency and speeds. Flapping-wing MAVs offer a compromise between rotary-and fixed-wing designs, while reducing the noise associated with a highspeed propeller or rotor.
Our goal was to create a new MAV platform that was sufficiently maneuverable to enable flight inside a building. We also wanted this platform to be quiet during operation compared to rotary-wing platforms. The target flight weight for the platform was under 100g. The primary objective was to maximize payload capacity. The secondary objective was to minimize the manufacturing cost.
The functional requirement of the drive mechanism was to generate flapping motion. The functional requirement for the wings was to generate lift and thrust forces using a flapping motion.
Taking Inspiration from Nature
Flapping motion used by birds tend to be quiet in operation and highly maneuverable so we derived our biological inspiration from avian flight (Gerdes et al., 2012) . For this case-study, a variety of flying animals were observed that were in a similar size range to establish common traits which could improve performance. A well-known property of aerodynamics is the increasing importance of unsteady aerodynamics as Reynolds number is reduced, which generally corresponds to smaller flying animals (Dickinson and Gotz, 1993) . Due to the high frequency of wing beats in smaller flying animals, kinetic energy recovery is required to maintain efficient operation. To harness these effects, these animals employ resonant bodily structures that store and release inertial energy with elastic flight muscles, connecting tissues, and thorax structures. As the wings are displaced from the equilibrium position, a body structure such as a thorax or a system of joints and flight muscles is elastically deformed, storing potential energy. This technique re-5 duces the energy consumed by the flight muscles by partially eliminating inertial loads (Madangopal et al., 2005 , Madangopal et al., 2006 .
Due to limitations of the existing actuator and battery technologies, we chose to taking our inspiration from avian flight instead of inspect flight. Birds that provided inspiration included pigeons and doves. The benefits of elastic flapping structures in nature clearly provide useful benefits for efficient operation. Flying animals have also been shown to exhibit elastic storage of wing inertia to reduce power requirements for flight (Ellington, 1985) . Hence, we decided to utilize elastically deforming flapping wings in our design and use compliant drive mechanism. Due to space restrictions, this case study will only focus on compliant drive mechanism.
Description of Bio-Inspired Design
Compliant mechanisms, defined as flexible structures that elastically deform to produce a desired force or displacement, have recently been integrated into many mechanical systems to provide improved functionality, simpler manufacturing, and greater reliability (Bejgerowski et al., 2009 , Gouker et al., 2006 , Howell, 2001 . Compliant mechanisms generally consist of rigid links with compliant joints added in strategic locations in order to control the force or displacement. Advantages over traditional designs with rigid-body articulated joints include: (i) reduction of wear between joint members, (ii) reduction in backlash, and (iii) potential energy storage in deflected members (Howell, 2001) . Using compliant mechanisms also reduces the noise generated by mating components in operation. Additionally, localized compliance in the mechanism can be used to eliminate joints from the assembly, resulting in reduced part count and improved system precision.
Our MAV design is powered by an electric motor; therefore it uses a crankrocker mechanism to achieve flapping action. The mechanism uses localized compliance, so it consists of rigid links connected by compliant joints. The schematic diagram of the design is shown in Fig. 1 . 6 An outer frame provides crash protection and houses the gearbox which reduces the flapping speed and torque requirement on the motor to acceptable levels. The rigid body revolute joints used in the crank are steel pins due to the very large oscillatory loads experienced during flapping. A prismatic joint maintains leftright symmetry in the mechanism, otherwise large torque from the motor is able to cause a bulk deformation mode that results in asymmetric flapping and reduced force output. The layers of the gearbox structure are held together with lightweight carbon fiber rods, press fit into the holes distributed around the mechanism. The design of the mechanism is shown in Fig. 2 .
After identifying the basic shape of the mechanism, the next step was to determine detailed dimensions of the mechanism. Considering the functional require- ments and constraints on the overall size of the MAV, it was important to first identify the constrained and free dimensions of the mechanism design, illustrated in Fig. 3 . The constrained dimensions were identified from the functional requirements of the MAV. The design of the mechanism required the rocker operational envelope to be placed between the wing arm supports. For the required flapping range of 65°, the minimum separation between the supporting members was constrained to 19 mm. Inherent stability was desired to simplify flight control, so the relative angle on the wing arms was designed to be 15°, resulting in a stroke plane extending from 52.5° to -12.5° with an average dihedral of 20°. The length of the crank and the rocker were determined to be 4.1 mm and 45.7 mm respectively. The range of flapping motion also determined the range for the prismatic joint to be at least 12 mm to account for elastic deformations of the structure in operation due to loading. The gear axis separation and the range of motion for the prismatic joint determined the minimum length of the mechanism to be 66 mm.
The next step was to optimize the design of the compliant hinges in the mechanism. In miniature multi-material compliant mechanisms, compliant joints are required to transfer relatively large loads while allowing for the required degrees of freedom (DOF). The load transferred by the miniature compliant hinge determines not only the sizing of the hinge cross-section, but also influences the required level of bonding between the link and joint materials selected to create rigid and flexible portions of the structure. Since many polymers do not chemically bond during the molding stage (Gouker et al., 2006 , Rotheiser, 2004 , restricting the material choices to just chemically compatible pairs significantly reduces the design space. Therefore, to expand the design space it was necessary to consider physical (i.e., mechanical) bonding through interlocking features to ensure a robust interconnection between the materials. A parameterized hinge model was used for a simulation-based design optimization using design variables and constraints that describe the geometry completely. To evaluate the hinge design, the parameterized geometry was represented as a 3D solid model. The model was assigned material properties corresponding to the polymer used to mold the hinge prototype, high-impact polypropylene (HIPP). The simulation of wing forces' propagation into the mechanism parts was performed using a dynamics model, modeled using MSC Adams View R3 software. Each iteration required incremental design changes and re-meshing. The final dimensions of the compliant hinges were chosen to minimize weight.
Manufacturing of Bio-Inspired Design
As described in the description of the bio-inspired design, multi-material injection molding (MMM) was chosen for manufacturing and assembly. The choice of a specific MMM method to realize compliant structures with miniature hinges is a trade-off between the mold complexity and the cycle time. Several morphing cavity methods have been developed (Priyadarshi et al., 2007 , Bejgerowski et al., 2011 , offering a high level of automation. The morphing cavity method needs to satisfy the assembly and disassembly constraints imposed on the mold pieces; the complexity of the part shape drastically affects the complexity of the molds, and hence significantly increases the tooling cost and lead times. To reduce the mold complexity, while maintaining the generality of the manufacturing approach, the cavity transfer method (Gouker et al., 2006) was employed in this design.
The manufacturing process sequence developed consists of two successive injections of material. The compliant HIPP hinges were first molded and inserted into the cavity for the second stage mold. For the second stage, polyamide 6,6 (85% volume) with short glass fibers (15% volume) was used to provide the rigid links in the mechanism. As the second stage mold encapsulated the first stage, assembly was automatically completed, leaving de-molding and final assembly with the rest of the MAV as the only remaining steps. Fig. 4 shows a photograph of the multi-material compliant MAV drive frame molded using the cavity transfer method described. Careful visual inspection of the de-molded part revealed no molding defects such as deep weld-lines, excessive warping or displaced compliant joints. The differential shrinkage of the part could not be completely eliminated. Nevertheless, since it did not affect the functionality of the mechanism, we concluded that the shrinkage in the structure was functionally acceptable.
After successfully accomplishing the molding of the multi-material compliant drive frame, the MAV was assembled using the molded and machined parts along with off-shelf components, including gears, rods, and motor. The body of the MAV consisted of the drive mechanism with wings attached on the front and the tail servo-motor at the back, both connected with two carbon fiber rods and a foam body. The foam body housed the motor speed controller and remote control re-9 ceiver, as well as the providing a rear anchoring point for the wings. The assembly of the MAV is shown in Fig. 5 . 
Performance Results
Upon completion of final assembly, the MAV was evaluated in terms flight performance and functioning of mechanism. During the FEA and dynamic simulations, it was determined that the most likely failure points were the left and right interfaces between the rocker and the wing supports, as these joints supported the majority of the aerodynamic and inertial loads. High speed photographic analysis showed minimal out of plane motion of these joints, and extended testing revealed good fatigue life. Additionally, flight testing in gusty conditions, as well as some crash landings confirmed the robustness of these key mechanism points. Test flights indoors and outdoors revealed good controllability, passive stability, and excellent endurance. Previous versions of the MAV that used all rigid mechanism Sprue and Runner System MultiMaterial Drive Frame links were only capable of about half the endurance exhibited by this model, thus confirming the value of compliant mechanisms in boosting the efficiency of operation (Bejgerowski et al., 2011) . Results are summarized in Table 1 . 
Lessons Learned
This case study illustrated that the use of compliance in mechanisms and wings can be very beneficial from the performance point of view. The idea of using compliance came by observing birds. But ultimately the use of compliance in MAVS was incorporated very differently from the original source of biological inspiration. In the drive mechanism, it was implemented using a combination of hard and soft polymer materials that led to compliant joints. In case of wings, compliance was exaggerated significantly to produce large deformations during the flapping cycle. This ultimately led to significantly improved performance in terms of payload carrying capacity.
The design of the drive mechanism required use of the in-mold assembly process, an emerging manufacturing process. This process enabled reduction in the number of assembly operations and use of lightweight polymer composite materials. This process also enabled realization of parts with small features. This combination ultimately led to a lightweight drive mechanism design with improved transmission efficiency. This process is also scalable in nature and can to be used during high volume production runs to realize the design at a low cost. 
Functional Requirements
Search and rescue applications often require use of robots that need to go through very small spaces. Traditional robot platforms are not useful in such applications. Our goal was to create a new robotic platform that has a cross section of less than 5000 mm 2 . We also wanted this robot to be able to reach a peak speed of at least 2 km/hour. This robot had to be able to work on rugged terrains with significant variations in coefficient of friction.
The main functional requirement for the robot was to be able to locomote over a wide variety of terrains. It required the robot to be able to move forward, backward, and turn. The robot also needed to be able to traverse through small passages. These requirements eliminated wheeled and legged locomotion.
Taking Inspiration from Nature
Because of their long, slender, limbless bodies, snakes possess the ability to traverse small enclosed terrains, such as small holes, tunnels, and gaps, which would prohibit most legged animals. Another natural advantage for snakes is an ability known as terrainability, which is the ability of an animal to traverse rough or difficult terrain. This ability allows a snake to crawl over rugged, non-level terrain as effortlessly as it can traverse open, smooth terrains and environments, allowing much more maneuverability compared to conventional concepts. Because of these two considerations, we derived our biological inspiration from snakes in designing our new robot platform.
In snakes, rectilinear locomotion is described as the whole snake moving forward along a straight line, sliding against the terrain as illustrated in Fig. 6 (Lissmann, 1950) . Among the various snake-inspired robot gaits, rectilinear-gait based motion has demonstrated favorable results through many useful features. However, the majority of snake-inspired robot platforms which utilize rectilinear motion are relatively slow in speed (Hopkins et al., 2009 ). Higher speeds in snake-inspired robot platforms are possible, if rectilinear-gait based motion was applied in a straight line, as observed in natural snakes, and executed at high rates. Hence we decided to choose rectilinear gait for inspiration. 
Description of Bio-Inspired Design
In order to achieve the functional requirements described above and take advantage of the benefits of rectilinear motion observed in nature, the new robot platform must be able to perform high speed linear expansion/contraction and pivoting motions between segments. This is achieved by developing a mechanism that mimics the joint motion observed in Fig. 6 , while providing the bending articulation observed in traditional snake-inspired robot designs. A solution was found in the form of a new parallel mechanism. Advantages over simply adding independent prismatic joints to traditional snake-inspired robot architecture include: (i) high speed linear motion, (ii) compact design, and (iii) scalable design. Due to the wide variety of torque-speed ranges for servomotors, the speed and torque capabilities for the 2-DOF mechanism are modifiable without impacting the physical size of the mechanism.
The conceptual design of the new parallel mechanism, introduced by (Hopkins and Gupta, 2012) and illustrated in Fig. 7 , couples the output from two planar, independently powered scotch yoke-like mechanisms. This mechanism differs from a standard parallel mechanism in that the input paths do not mirror one another. The two input links are independently actuated by a powered revolute joint mounted to the base link and are a connected to the output link through a passive prismatic joint and passive revolute joint in series. A third path between the base 13 link and the output link is established through an additional passive prismatic and revolute joint set acting along the x-axis of the base link, permitting pivoting motion for the output link while resisting motion along the base link's y-axis. A key feature in this mechanism is that the sliding axes of the passive prismatic joints of the output link remain perpendicular to one another throughout the full range of motion, as seen in Fig. 7 . Due to this simple but unique arrangement, the constraints imposed by the orientation of the prismatic joints prevent any motion of the output link while the powered revolute joints are held stationary. The detailed design of the parallel mechanism concept utilizes slotted holes and sliding pin joints to replicate the functions of passive prismatic and revolute joints. These features allow for fewer parts, fewer assemblies and a more compact design. Each parallel mechanism, pictured in Fig. 8 , is composed of two servomotors with servo arms attached to the output shafts acting as the input links to the mechanism. Each servo arm is attached to the output link of the mechanism (a U bracket) through a slotted hole and pin joint (see left image in Fig. 8) .
Essentially, the complete robot is a serial collection of modules. Thus, a modular structure was devised in which two identical parallel mechanisms were assembled in a single module. The two mechanisms are assembled serially in a single housing; with the mechanisms' orientation offset 90° apart about the x-axis (direction of the linear expansion) of the module. Both mechanisms contribute to the total linear displacement of the adjacent module, while one mechanism is capable of providing yawing motion and the other provides pitching motion. This assembly provides the potential for full spatial motion for the robot through the fact that the modules are able to lift as well as pivot horizontally. In addition, this configuration allows all modules to contribute to the expansion-contraction capability of the robot, significantly increasing its speed. In addition to the modular design, the other important design aspect of this snake-inspired robot architecture is a variable friction force concept used to provide anchoring points on the terminal ends of the robot to enable locomotion. The variable friction force concept is a simple yet effective method of anchoring one end of the robot to the terrain to provide a counter to the reaction forces of the powered joints of the modules during forward or turning gaits. In nature, the anchoring is accomplished by redistributing more of the animal's body weight across the surface of the foot to increase the friction force between the foot and the terrain. This concept adopts a similar approach. The surface of the friction anchor is covered in a material with a much higher coefficient of friction than the rest of the robot's housing material. The friction anchor is placed in contact with the terrain by the action of a powered revolute joint as illustrated Fig. 9 . The friction force, a function of the normal force between the anchor and the terrain, is increased or decreased by varying the angle, θ FA , of the revolute joint which changes the amount of the module's weight being supported by the friction anchor. Fig. 9a depicts the friction anchor in its nominal position, with the anchor's high coefficient of friction surface not in contact with the terrain, allowing the terminal end of the robot to freely slide. Fig. 9b depicts the friction anchor surface in contact with the terrain with only a slight change of θ FA , useful in low reaction force gaits. Fig. 9c depicts a large change in θ FA , useful in high reaction force gaits. The force normal between the friction anchor pad and the terrain may be modeled as a function of θ FA and the extension of robot using the solid model illustrated in Fig. 10 . In addition to θ FA and the prismatic extension, the model also incorporates a vertical joint at the location of the friction anchor pad. This joint is not actuated throughout the analysis and only serves as analysis point to compute the force normal at the pad location, using analytical dynamics techniques. The Lagrangian formulation is then used to find the inverse dynamic equations of motion for the closed loop model in Fig. 10 (Tsai, 1999) .
Manufacturing of Bio-Inspired Design
Additive manufacturing techniques are often used to automatically construct physical objects from computer aided design models. Prominent additive manu-16 facturing techniques for thermoplastics include Selective Laser Sintering (SLS), Fused Deposition Modeling (FDM) and Stereolithography (SLA). FDM offered the best compromise between cost, part size, accuracy, and part strength. Hence it was used to realize this design (Hopkins and Gupta, 2012) . The use of FDM for the snake-inspired robot prototype reduces the number of parts needed for assembly and thereby reducing the weight. It also enables manufacturing of true 3D features. The robot prototype, pictured in Fig. 11 , was fabricated using FDM manufacturing to demonstrate the new drive mechanism design and friction anchor mechanism. 
Performance Results
The prototype, pictured in Fig. 11 , was made primarily from ABS plastic. The robot has a 69.85 x 69.85 mm cross-section. The robot has a contracted length of 850.9 mm and a fully extended length of 1143 mm. The total mass of the robot is approximately 1.36 kg. The robot prototype consists of three modules. The prototype also includes a friction anchor at both terminal ends. Each parallel mechanism is capable of a 90° range of motion and 48.68 mm of extension. Each mechanism consists of two standard sized Hitec HS-985MG High Torque servomotors. They are capable of 12.40 kg-cm of maximum torque and a maximum speed of 0.13 s/60°. The prototype demonstrated a maximum forward velocity of 196.65 mm/sec (0.71 km/hour) and a maximum turning rate of 26.32°/s. By the nature of the snake-inspired robot's modular design, the forward velocity of the robot may be increased by the inclusion of additional modules. Therefore, while the demonstrated forward velocity does not yet meet the design goals, the velocity of the prototype can theoretically achieve the speed requirement with the inclusion of six additional modules.
Lessons Learned
This case study illustrated how rectilinear gaits and anisotropic friction exhibited by snakes can be utilized to develop a mobile robot. Both concepts were implemented in the robot in a very different form compared to their natural counterparts. The rectilinear motion was exaggerated dramatically to achieve the high speed locomotion. This was necessary due to the inherent limitations of the existing actuator technologies and the desire to realize the design with a small number of joints due to cost considerations. The exaggerated rectilinear gait led to very good performance in terms of speed. Limitations of the existing engineering materials required implementing anisotropic friction concept by using the friction anchors that control friction force by applying pressure on the ground.
The final design had parts with complex shapes. So in order to minimize the number of assembly operations, the design was realized using a layered manufacturing process (e.g., fused deposition modeling). Currently, the housings are made of ABS plastic which meets the strength and durability necessary to withstand the impact forces generated in the modules during expansions and contractions; however, a second material must be added to the housing outer surface to reduce the coefficient of friction between the robot and the terrain. In the future, the housing material should be chosen with the friction as a requirement to eliminate the need for additional materials.
Robotic Masticator Testbed

Functional Requirements
The goal of this project was to develop an experimental testbed for analyzing the masticatory motions of animals (including humans) and establishing the quantitative relationship between relevant geometric parameters (tooth geometries, numbers and types) as well as regimen parameters (joint forces, motions). Therefore, we seek to: (i) design a general purpose mastication simulator based on parallel architectures, capable of producing the motions and forces encountered in mastications; and (ii) ensure its working with a range of test-foods within con-trolled and carefully monitored scenarios (with uniform/ non-uniform mastication cycles). Such a setup would enhance our understanding of observed mechano-biophysiological synergies from varied perspectives. From a biological science perspective, it will aid in understanding the anatomical variability in mastication for intra-and inter-species comparative evaluations. It will enable understanding of the cumulative functioning of different muscle groups by studying how various animal populations preprocess their food by chewing and biting; and how certain breeds of animals kill their prey with improved estimates of biting forces by performing hypothesis-testing of behavioral analyses (Signore et al., 2005) . From an engineering standpoint, such a study on masticatory performance would allow us to objectively assess "chewability or performance index" based on food properties; facilitate the parametric design of dentitions/prosthetic additions; and analyze the complex-spatial kinematics of temporo-mandibular joint (TMJ) -the joint connecting the skull and jaw (Kapur and Soman, 2006, Komagamine et al., 2011) .
Taking Inspiration from Nature
Early simulator systems that were designed to mimic the jaw motions, focused mainly on the 'form' aspects (muscular architecture and geometry), with lesser emphasis on actual functional behaviors. As a result, such systems were used to reproduce masticatory motions of only a specific breed (humans or animals) and were too specialized to account for diverse species. Two of the most notable and relevant biomimetic systems developed for mastication are shown in Fig. 12 . Therefore, building a generic mastication test-bed is useful to enable better understanding of underlying muscular actuations across different species and to over- come the limitations in quantitative analysis of masticatory performance. The typical masticatory cycles, namely opening and closing are found to be a non-uniform combination of both spatial translations and rotations through the entire chewing process (Koolstra, 2002) . The envelope of jaw motions corresponds to that of a 6 DOF joint (3 translational DOF + 3 rotational DOF) which implies that the robotic system must be a spatial manipulator (Narayanan, 2008) . Moreover, the biting force estimates cover a range of values (10-300 N) for small canines to humans to huge vertebrae animals (Signore et al., 2005) . Therefore, the masticator should not only possess desirable workspace but also be capable to exert high end-effector forces while simulating jaw masticatory cycles. 
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Description of Bio-Inspired Design
Such diverse objectives pose significant challenges which we addressed in a four-staged realization approach summarized in Fig. 13 . In our work, an opticalpassive-marker-based MoCap system was used to capture the masticatory motions of animals. The typical setup used for such a study is shown in Fig. 14 and further details of various motion case studies (for canines and humans) are discussed elsewhere (Narayanan, 2008 , Kannan, 2008 , Signore, 2006 . These motion studies provide an estimate of jaw motion envelope (Posselt envelope (Posselt, 1957) ) that needs to be contained completely within the workspace of our masticatory simulator. Parallel architectures are in general advantageous for most applications owing to their inherent stability, self-balanced structural characteristics and varying low-to-high stiffness, which can be closely attributed to biological systems. Kineto-static and quasi-static analyzes were then performed to estimate optimal geometric parameters as well as the actuator capacities required for candidate architectures. Thus, the sizing dimensions and geometry of various components of the parallel-platform were obtained taking this into account which is detailed in . This enables us to realize our objective of functional performance matching (motion envelopes and bite forces that occur in a typical mastication cycle), rather than form-based (anatomical/ structural/ musculoskeletal) similarities with the corresponding biological systems (humans and animals). 
Manufacturing of Bio-Inspired Design
Multiple spatial parallel manipulator (SPM) architectures considered for our masticatory simulator include conventional Stewart-platform (Kannan, 2008) , 6-R-U-S (revolute-universal-spherical with active revolute joints) and 6-P-U-S (prismatic-universal-spherical with active prismatic joints) manipulators. However, due to the inherent advantages of locating actuators at the base (ground) in terms of actuator efforts and structural rigidity as well as benefits of using prismatic sliders compared to revolute actuators , the 6-P-U-S system was considered superior than others. A detailed 3D CAD model of the corresponding robotic platform is visualized in Fig. 15a . A comprehensive parametric study, based on maximizing workspace Fig. 15b , manipulability at various points in the workspace and actuation limits was undertaken to optimize design parameters for the 6-P-U-S manipulator case . We then sought not only to accurately imitate the mastication cycle (motion and food resistance) but also reproduce dentitions of different animals. For this purpose, CT scans and 3D laser scans of canine skulls and mandible were used to obtain highly detailed 3D models of canine jaws which were then fabricated into rapid-prototypes and metal casts. Fig. 16a shows the resulting dentitions for labrador and bulldog specimens. These physical prototypes were then mounted on the platform with the force-transducer for conducting our mastication experiments.
Performance Results
The robotic simulator designed for this purpose, shown in Fig. 15c , is capable of measuring the bite forces during chewing cycle experiments using a 6-DOF force-torque transducer (ATI Delta) mounted under dentition prototypes (in Fig.  16 ). In the complete masticator setup (Fig. 17a) , the platform was driven using canine MoCap trajectories for different types of food (hard to soft) with varied canine dentitions and resulting bite-force estimates were measured in real-time. Representative measured trajectory-motions and bite-forces, shown in Fig. 17b-c , now offer a quantitative data streams to evaluate masticatory performance/ efficiency across a variety of test foods and dentitions. 
Lessons Learned
A parallel-architecture mastication simulator was designed and prototyped, and ultimately, tested by hardware-in-loop jaw motion tracking experiments. The motion capture trajectories of various breeds of canines, from bulldogs to golden retrievers, chewing various forms of food were recorded. The mastication simulator proved capable of reproducing mastication cycles of varied breeds of canines, with their varied ranges of end-effector motions (Narayanan, 2008 , Kannan, 2008 . Further, by instrumenting the physical simulator with a force-torque transducer allowed direct estimation of bite-forces while performing mastication experiments. While offering a good initial platform, this work has the potential to be extended in many directions. For example, the concept of developing a "chewability index" requires a more comprehensive motion analysis across different forms of animal foods as well as various breeds which will be pursued in the future. Further, our testbed now offers an automated means of performing both parametric sweep studies as well as careful Design-of-Experiments studies to help characterize these aspects. Finally, using a more robust motion tracking method (electromagnetic) can overcome some of the challenges of marker based motion capture (marker occlusion, non-adhesion etc.).
Discussion
In this chapter we summarized different approaches to successfully realize bioinspired design and fabrication of robotic systems from an engineering perspective. In general, the approaches discussed here aimed to identify a promising feature in the nature and then analyze it using the engineering principles and scientific tools. Therefore, the resulting solution may not at all have resembled the original source of inspiration. However, we demonstrated by means of three specific bio-inspiration based case studies that this approach can lead to novel engineered systems.
The first case study on MAV highlighted issues of design-complexity -in achieving the challenging requirements with limited actuation and cost-effective manufacturing methods. The second case study involving snake-inspired robot explained critical issues in modular design, extended dynamic analysis and physical prototyping inherent in biological organisms. The final case study demonstrated the benefits of simulation based design and its systematic application to analyze a biomechanical subsystem of the jaw masticator.
Significant progress has been made in taking inspiration from biology and incorporating these ideas into robotics. But numerous limitations still exist -on one hand, the multi-scale irregularities, inhomogeneities and nonlinearities inherent to
